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ong Kong is in the
process of consider
ing a Equal Rights
Ordinance for Gavs.

A new group, the Coalition of Gay
Groups, has been formed and we
have joined it. We try never to
xniss an opportunity to speak out
on Gay Rights. we write letters
and articles to the newspapers.
The local TV and radio stations
broadcast interviews (infre-
quently) from the public on the
subject of Gay Rights. Naturally
we put in our two cents worth.

It just seemed that for so long Gays had

been made to feel bad about being Gay that

now we practically dare anybody to try that

again! We could go a bit over board: but
we would soon approach burn-out.

Yes.oo
But if it wasn't for this overboard reac-

tion, where would the Equal Rights move-
ment be today? It is coming along at a

rapid pace notjust because of a few spe-

cial interest groups...but because of peo-

ple - ordinary people like you, me, and all
those other Gay & Lesbian pissed offpeo-
ple who refuse to hide any more. It is these

motivated few everywhere that continues

to be the driving force, grassroots efforts.
The home stuff.. that is really where the

battles are taking place and it is where we

will win.

We admit, we have from time to time, ap-

proached burn-out...but it has been three
great years ofbeing out, loud, and proud.

We're ready to let others start picking up

some of the effort. It really does feel in-
credible to just be us....no charades, no

hidden agendas, no dropping pronouns,

no pretending.....
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OMISE
A Short Story

"What time are you getting up?"

"9:00rt'he answered, his back to
me and the pillow muffling his
voice. ttDo you have to get going
now?"
ttYes...I have my laundry to do.tt

He lay motionless.

Just when I thought he had fallen back to

sleep, he mumbled something inaudible
and clambered out of bed. "I'11 give you

my phone number," his voice louder.
"Don't hesitate to call."

My eyes followed him to the writing desk,

as I put on my red tee-shirt, which only
last night he said reminded him of a Chi-
nese boy he had in London. Thirty-eight
this man was. Against the fresh rays of
the Parisian sun his curls turned a grayish

hue and his chest adapted a suppleness

deceiving of the hard muscle that shaped

it.

He claimed not to heave worked out for
weeks, inadvertently putting my youthful
body to shame. A workout entailed the

usual lifting of weights. For diversity he

would ski and swim, while in his younger
days he played soccer. In bold letters he

wrote his name on a sheet of paper, recit-
ing his phone number to me at the same

time.

"Promise you'1l call."

"I will," I said.

"I promise," I said.

His bare ass led me to the front door. He
could not keep his balance on the reclin-
ing floor of the hallway, learning his hands

on the walls flanking him to support him-

self. A little tired. A little dazed. A little
too much to drink.

"I'll hear from you."

"Yes," I assured him. "I promise."

With a kiss we parted.

Down the carpeted stairs I trodded, dazed

as well but not under the influence. The

latch to the entrance door of the townhouse

was tightly hooked, forcing me to strug-
gle for a minute or two. I couldn't figure
out if I had to open it by key or if I needed

to press a button on the wall to unhook it.

He would know, I thought, and I had an

impulse to return to his home which for
ten fleeting hours was mine too. It was
just a passing impulse. I struggled, alone,

so that he could sleep peacefully on his

king size bed till9:00, undisturbed by my
petty problem, and alone. In no time the

latch easily slid loose and the heavy
wooden door creaked open.

The plaza which the townhouse framed
had changed since last night. It was empty
as it had been under the moon, yet the air
lacked the same serene stillness that only
night rendered. The glaring metal head

of an equestrian statue rising at its center
was enticing pigeons. They flocked in
pairs, in groups. A trail of people would
soon tag at their tail, and they would stare

at the equestrian in awe, at its beaconing

light, enticed.

Along the column lined walkway of the

townhouse, two artists had already set up

easels with their works on display, no

doubt competing with the painting hang-
ing in exhibition at the galleries beside
them. A third was setting up her easel.

Then there would be a fourth, and a fifth.
There would be some music as well, a

By Rafaelito V.Sy

string quartet strumming melodic tunes,

a miniature jazzband trumpeting bopping

notes. It was day. Life had begun again.

Every display window I passed along the

walkway faintly mirrored my image. I
stopped in front of an antique store and I
examined my ambiguous reflection super-

imposed on a shelf of fading book binds,

the sheet of paper with his number in hand.

In an anxious effort to explain last night,

I searched for traces of manly endowment
that would make my body compatible with
his.

Pretty boys paraded in the seedy video ar-

cade. Their affected aloofness shone

through the dimness of the light. Pretty

boys all perfect prey for his lair were wait-
ing for him to prowl on them. Me, despite

all of them and their beauty, he. chose to

entice.

In a dark booth. he slobbered me with
kisses that brought me to my knees. My
mouth admired his strength; my fingers

crawled into his crevice. This homage that

I offered brought him, too, to his knees.

He stooped so low that we was panting a

desperate pant, hungry for me. "Come with

me," he whispered.

"I'11 do what you want."

My reflection dwindled as the store lights

illuminated the books; not only were they

fading into grayness, they were also tear-

ing at the seams. Away from the walkway
I headed. I retraced the path we took to
his home, walking the opposite direction
my way out. Each step, the immediate past'

a force of its own, fell on me with a fright-
ening accuracy.

Night overtook the passing scenery sur-

rounding me; it summoned forth the se-

rene stillness. His voice sounded in my
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Phone or fax for our new catalogue
When in Hong Kong visit our showroom

Tuesday to Sunday 11:00am to 7:00pm

lst Flor, 52-60 Lyndhurst Terrace,
Central, Hong Kong

Tel: (852)2544 1155 Fax: (852)2524 9216

head, calm and smooth, marked by a lack
of inhibition to speak so precious among
men of his kind. I myself became unin-
hibited with my soul.

Up the stairs he guided me, past the front
door, through a narrow hallway at the end
of which a lavishly spacious living room
emerged overlooking the square. The
evening breeze brushed his hair as he held
my hand and led me to the window.

Shutters folded back, it ran the length of
the wall and revealed under the starless

sky an angle of the equestrian statue I once
believed impossible to view. I was a bird
hovering about it, above its triumphant
sneer and proud head, him by my side ex-
tending his welcoming arms as I entered
a higher sphere of masculine vigor and
beauty.

He kissed me, a kiss less sloppy than the
first. He undressed me with a seductive
slowness a I did him. In an embrace our
limbs intertwined like vines crawling up
a fence of lattice. We exposed our naked
bodies in front of the window shamelessly,
uncaring of the speculative eyes the might
pass below us, while from the same glass

we sipped gin and savored the aftertaste
in each other's mouth.

He turned around, pressed his back against
my eagerfront. My spiderlike fingers crept
up the massive wall of his back, five roll-
ing under his shoulder, five sneaking
around his waist to feel him grow from
infancy to manhood. When he faced me
his hands encircled my neck as bolts to a
screw, firm yearning hands, in raising my
head to join our lips once more.

Then came bed. And the stretching pain
that softened him, then me, a flower frag-
ile yet flourishing in his protective arms.

In this union our vulgar twaddle exceeded
the boundary of lust and took a meaning
comprehensible only in my dreams. With
our last words he cradled my head no his
chest. I sucked his nipples, and I sucked.

Lower down him I went, to allow the nur-
turing warmth from his body to flow into
me and carry us both away into the sleepy
silence filtering the air. At dusk we awoke.
Scenes from the night before we replayed,
again and again, our sensations unedited,
until twilight slipped into the living room
window to invade our private realm.

From the park where I was standing, the
equestrian's sun-veiled head concealed
part of the window, still open just as when
it served as my eyepiece to the world I

was now returning to. The shadow of my-
self continued to linger there. Then with
the darkness of the apartment it merged;
it disintegrated into nothing. Laughter.
Songs. Screams of children.

I was suddenly amidst all that, lost within
the gathering of families and friends, dis-
placed among a flood of lovers. There were
lovers everywhere, and they everywhere
in Paris. I could tell they were lovers by
their gait, their easy steps and their calcu-
lated distance to the mayhem that was
twirling around them, by their gaze which
bound them together stronger than two
clutched hands forever.

These happy people were scattering bread
crumbs to the ground, luring the pigeons

to descend from the equestrian to theirfeet.
Sporadically, swiftly, the pigeons pecked

at their food while moving indizzyrng cir-
cles to the amusement of their spectators.
I tore pieces from the sheet in my hand,
ripping apart fragments of his number. The

four, the three, the zero, the six crumbled
to my feet for them to salvage with their
beaks, before they soared back to the sky
where they belonged.
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Australia

The state police in Australia's New South Wales have issued a groundbreaking
plan on policing of 'beats', semi-public places such as toilets and parks where
men meet men for sex. ". Evidence suggests police may be faced with allegations
of entrapment and acting as an agent provocateur, when an arrest has been made
of a person who claims they have been encouraged to make a sexual advance to
the arresting plainclothes officer." Commissioner A. R. Lauer ordered that all
police officers be "clearly instructed not to incite or encourage any person to
engage in unlawful behaviour."

Belgium

John Stamford, aged 56, Co-founder of
the Gay Guide, Spartacus, died on the

29th December 1995. Stamford who was

forced to flee Britain 15 years ago to
avoid prosecution as a pedophile died of

a heart attack.

Denmark

The annual Euro-Pride celebration moves to Copenhagen in 1996, hosted
by the Copenhagen Pride Association and supported with an approximately
$200,000 subsidy from the city. Scheduled for June 2L-30,-the events in-
clude art and photography exhibits; festivals of film, dance and singing;
numerous parties; a huge parade (June 29 from 9:00 p.m. to 3:00 u.-.);
and the conversion of one of Copenhagen's main squares into a Gay vil-
lage called '?ride Tow4" Parade organisers say they will break two world
records: longest fireworks display and "longest discotheque."

India

A majority of women in 11 of India's 13 states have never heard of AIDS, the new

National Family Health Survey has found. Only eight percent of respondents in the

state of Assam were familiar with the disease. This and other factors lead Indian
health officials to predict five million HIV infections by the year 2000, up from the

current 1.5 million.
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New Zealand

A rise in the incidence of Hepatitis A in Wellington among Gay
men has prompted health officials to plan a campaign to
prevent its spread. New Zealand AIDS Foundation and Capital
Coast Health have launched the 'Cover your arse' campaign
aimed at Gay men. Auckland earlier this year had a huge rise in
the incidence of Hepatitis A.

UK

Gay activists plan to proclaim an

independent republic on a small island
off the coast of Devon, England, to

protest against British immigration's
restrictive refugee laws. Peter Tatchell,

spokesman for the London activist
group OutRage!, said Gays will occupy
the island of Lundy, population L2, for
one week and erect the Gay flag, print

Gay money and issue Gay marriage
licenses. OutRage! spent twenty five

thou s and pounds (approximately
HK$300,000) to rent every available
building on the island for the week.

South Africa

Gays should be allowed in the South African military
because the nation's new constitution bans discrimination
based on sexual orientation, the ruling Atrican National
Congress (ANC) said Nov. 28. South Africa is the only

country in the world which has Gay protections built into
its constitution. The National Parfy (NP), which ruled
under apartheid, disapproved of the ANC's prdposal,

saying open homosexuality would undermine military
effectiveness. "Free sexual activity is detrimental to

military discipline," NP Senator. Mark Wiley alleged.

Vatican

The Vatican has put out a new sex education guide for parents that says that safe sex is

"immoral and dangerous policy." The handbook notes, "Without wanting to take away

from them their rightful autonomy, parents must know how to say 'no' to their children
when it is necessary." The 60-page book, which was compiled by the Pontifical Council
for the Family, implores parents to keep children away from society's "negative influ-
ences" and "banalisation of sex" by teaching sex education at hbme. The Vatican also

restated Pope John Paul's thoughts on AIDS. "Parents must refute the promotion of so-

called 'safe sex' or 'safer sex,' a dangerous and immoral policy, based on the illusory
theory that a condom can provide sufficient protection against AIDS," the guide said'
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"I am confident that all the staff in (sic)
the service cenfre will commit ourselves
as much as all the volunteers do...Let's
join hands and witness the growth of
AIDS Concern."

Bella Luk Executive Administrator

AIDS Concern Annual Report 19941

95.

Surely retrograde steps? Shouldn't the
paid staffbe ahead of, and guiding the
volunteers? If any AIDS group grows
it will be due to the disease affecting
more and more people. We thought the

whole purpose was to educate people
so that the need for voluntary groups
decreases.I
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that has yet to prove its'
It's a well appointed place

popularity with the in-
crowd. Blue Blood

can be found on

the 3/T Perfect
Commercial

Building,20
Austin Av-
enue, TST.
Telephone
2302 0780.

nesst club in Tsim Sha Tsui. 
I

Please Note...
As Lunar New Year is later this year
we will have the next great issue of
Contacts Magazine out on the l5th
February. Please help us by getting
all stories, articles and adverts to
QPO Box 13427 Hong Kong by the
lst February. Thanks!



QUOTE OF THE MOTVTH

Quote of the Month'*Homosexuality is an abomination. The
practices of these people is appalling. Many of those people

involved with Adolf Hitler were Satanists; many of them were
homosexuals. The two things seem to go together. ... It is a

pathology, it is a sickness."

US Televangelist-politician 
I

i is Live Singing and Dance Party. The third is

\', \ Games and Gay Dance Party and the fouith Sun-
day is the Sexy Gay Dance Party. A11 the parties are

r for Gays ONLY and start at 6.00 so you have plenty of
time to recover from Saturday night before getting on down

to where it looks like it'll be happening in '96.

said by some to stand for Queer,97's new flagship restaurant in
uarry Bay opened to a blaze of quiet publicity last month. (Seems

that it might stand for Quarry)...anyway as we were saying,blaze
of quiet publicity? Isn't that a coutradiction in terms? The taste-
fully minimalist decoration while not appealing to everyone cer-
tainly is functional and comfortable...and the pasta is to die for.
The telephone number for reservations 2960 0994
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One of the many questions that are repeatedly
asked is why do so many Gay people (in

I know, from my time working with
the London Lesbian & Gay Switch-
board, of hundreds of older gay men
and lesbians who were, at some time
in their life, married and were not open

about it to their spouse, who now are

in committed Gay relationships, and

have been faithful for many years.

There are, I think several reasons why
people choose to get married and live
a daily lie. Foremost, certainly in Hong
Kong, is the ever present family, nu-
clear and extended, who put pressure

on the single person, usually in their
late twenties or early thirties to get

married and settle down. To conform
to society is still, for a Gay person, a

dangerous temptation. Another rea-
son is that some people think that by
getting married they can change . They
think they can bury their true selves

and become heterosexual.

Several Gay people,I know-men and
women-have taken a partner of the
opposite sex to theirfamily homes sim-
ply to allay suspicion that they might
be Gay. Whilst I do not support this
approach it is at least understandable.

Over the past few months I have talked
to a number of Gay men about their
partners who are Gay or about them-
selves having been married. This is
their story, names and other detail been

changed at their request.

John, a New York educated 27 year old local Chinese, told me,
"I felt cold and lonely. I needed someone to talk to, someone who
is either married and secretly gay or someone who is seeing a

married man."

"Over and over Don (who is a 43 year old British ex-pat) re-
peated to me how he hated lying. Once he talked about his greatest

sin. I was scared, I was so scared that he was going to say his
Gay feelings. It's sort of ironic, but I was so relieved when he

said his greatest sin is adultery. He's Catholic remember. He
doesn't have a problem with his Gay side. He hated lying. He
didn't want to hide this part of his life from her, but he was too
afraid to tell her. So, he simply let her find the phone bill."

"I don't intend to defend his actions. I just wanted you to know,
I believe, he did the best he could. And I believe, if circum-
stances were different. and he became mv lover. I could trust
him, completely."

John went onto say "I think he's almost perfect. He was thought-
ful, fun, kind, and had such a great smile. He seemed very con-

By Barrie Brandon

siderate to me. Now, his wife has found out and we're not even
allowed to speak to each other until she decides what she wants
to do. I knowo she will eventually forgive him and they will live
the rest of their lives as happily as they can together, quietly
discarding his desires."

But could he possibly be thoughtful and considerate if he had
been lying to his wife? I have been approached by married men
many times and my first question is always: "does your wife
know?"

A good friend of mine did his Master thesis in clinical psychol-
ogy, in America, on married gay men. It is clear, from his re-
search, that those who can't be honest to their wives are not
likely to be, at a later time, honest and committed to their lovers.

Charles, a32 year old Canadian and a married Gay man said "I
got married after college, as I was going into the Army, mainly
because I wanted to deny that part of myself. It was a safe and
'normal' thing to do."

"After two years of remaining monogamous to my wife, I began

straying. During the remaining eight years of our marriage, I
lived two separate and distinct lives, and that is how I treated

them."

"Physically and emotionally, I needed the sexual pleasure with
another man. I always had safer sex, and my wife was never

really affected in any way. In addition, however, I did not feel
completely satisfied in a relationship with a woman."

As a man who is in the process of divorce after a 16-year mar-
riage and two years of separation Gary ought to understand what
life for married Gays is like. He said "It's not an easy road to be

on. I know there are a lot of us around who have been involved
with women and eventually struggle to an understanding that

we really belong with men."

The decisive phase in my coming out and separation came from
a brief affair with a married man-in my case, however, he was

married to the Church; he's a Roman Catholic priest. We spent

some wonderful time together but after a couple of months it was

clear that he was not available for the kind of free, open-ended

relationship I wanted. At first I was upset and felt cheated, but

with time I gained a different perspective. We've been able to

continue as friends, sharing our warn memories and maintain-
ing interest in each other's welfare."

There may come a point in the future in which you get together,

but he (the married man) is going to have to free himself from
his current situation if you are hoping for anything more than

being someone's 'spare part.'

You deserve to have someone treat you as their number one pri-
ority and being married to a woman, by definition, makes her

the number one priority. My advice is usually the same: you ought

to get out and find someone who is free and willing to put you

first. There is no reason in the world you should accept an/-
thing less.
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IS
THERE

SEX
AFTER

Lesbianismo
Since this article is to be about sex and

our honest opinions on this thorny ques-

tion, I started with a thought provoking
title. I want to explore the thoughts and
feelings of many years of Lesbian experi-
ence. Yes, I am quite old, interlaced with
the experiences of my friends and con-
sciousness raising group experiences. The

last statement dates me somewhat! The
reason for the anonymous signature is that

by talking about sex one is always talking
about one's fantasies or masturbation.
Whilst I have no objection to revealing my
own history I do not have the right to re-
veal that of others. Nor do I want former
lovers, although there are not so many,
feeling exposed and hurt, when what I say

may not be about them, but rather what
someone has told me.

The young dyke
The teenage dyke has I believe more diffi-
culties with sex than older women believe.
All of the usual pressures of the teen years

are there, the desire to belong to a group,

to distance one's self from parents and
other authority figures, the confusions
about feelings and the strong and some-

times short lived passions. On top of all
this are the sometimes strict codes of Les-
bian scene she will have to negotiate her
relationships in the almost full glare of the
community, a community of women of all
ages. Many of course are no different to
those authority figures and mothers that
she perhaps would rather not see her ups

and downs.

One answer is to retreat into a young dyke
only world or to slip back and forth be

tween the hetero and Lesbian world.
Meanwhile her hetero peers are telling
each other their problems with their men
and getting impartial support and advice.
If she does this with her peers they are

likely to take sides or even become her
lover's next lover! Experimentation is of-
ten common gossip and has to be lived
with folever rather than left behind with
the partner and recalled only when one
wants to.

Since so many female children and young
women have suffered from some form of
sexual abuse the Lesbian is very likely to
be or encounter a partner with problems
as a result of this. At this age one does not
have the resources and skills to deal with
these problems even if one recognises them
and wants to help. Early sexual experi-
ences often awaken sleeping fears and
anxieties. Feeling aggressive during sex,
fears of manual or oral sex and particu-
larly penetration with fingers, are very
common. They are likely to result in feel-
ings of sexual inadequacy or doubts about
one's Lesbianism. In addition the crying
need many women have for love and
sexual fulfilment become tangled up with
these problems causing many difficulties.
The hetero canblame the male and be con-
soled by sympathetic friends. The Lesbian
must be careful who she blames and so
often blames herself.

A strong desire to belong and to be up to
date, as well as the normal rebellious feel-
ings can lead to sexual experimentation
that is modelled on the male gay and het

By Helen Sheehy

erosexual world, especially since the world
of Lesbian sex is not easily available in
film, books and similar media. I believe
older Lesbians must be understanding and

tolerant, providing a supportive, honest
and confidential ear when consulted, but
mostly minding our own business while
young Lesbians forge new sexual relations
and politics. By this I do not mean that
debate is not engaged in, but as part of a
broader Lesbian movement not from a

great height.

The middle years 20-35

This is an enoffnous chunk of our adult
lives and does somewhat overlap with the

young dyke years, depending on the par-

ticular women. The problems and joys of
sex are experienced strongly in these years.

After all these are the most active sexual
years. This then is the first problem. If one

is not sexually active due to lack of inter-
est, to recuperate from a broken relation-
ship or reasons not clear to oneself, one

can feel extremely left out. Whilst others

are indulging in great passions, polygamy
or numerous one night stands the celibate
often feel inadequate. Yes there has been

a lot written about the virtues of celibacy,
but being regularly without a partner can

cause stress. Some of the sexual problems
of youth that have not been solved become

more fixed. The number of women seek-

ing feminist therapy for such problems
appears to be increasing. I see this as a

good sign in that we are recognising the

problems. I am not convinced that the

therapy very often solves the sexual as-

pects since there are a lot of things to talk
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about in a relationship and precise sexual
problems are easy to avoid.

One problem experienced in my own mid-
dle years and shared by friends was that
of sexual frequency. Factors such as work,
health and other factors in the relation-
ship of course play a significant part in
frequency. However, women do have dif-
ferent levels of sexual desire. When these

are too widely spaced many of the rela-
tionships flounder. It is hard enough for a

woman to state her sexual needs and then
to tell her lover she "isn't geftirrg enough
sex" becomes more difficult. Womenhave
been accused of being genially obsessed,

behaving like a man, or too demanding.
Their partner in her turn feels under pres-

sure to perform and naturally becomes
angry and sad about the situation. I can
recall discussions about how often was it
reasonable to expect sex in
a long term relationship. I
do not recall any consensus !

It was even accepted that
some women may have only
a "romantic friendship" to
coin a term.

My own opinion is that if
one partner is unsatisfied
and both have tried to
achieve some sort of com-
promise then the relation-
ship probably will not last. The compro-
mise is the issue. From experience it seems

that one partner, usually the more sexu-
ally active one, makes most of the com-
promises. After all she has more to lose.

Often her partner has good reasons for not
wanting much sex. It is there if she feels

like it. There is no pressing need to solve
the health, work or motivational problems

that limit her desire. It is easier to reduce
sexual desire and harder to build it up. This
feature of Lesbian relationships is often
called "bed death". It is more common
amongst Lesbians than gay men and
heterosexuals, whether we like it or not.
It is this problem that has also led to an

upsurge of interest in S and M and so

called Lesbian erotica.

Of course frequency is not the only issue

but what form the sexual contact takes.

Learning techniques for making love is not
in my view a mechanical unloving way to
relate. I love to have dinner and particu-
larly romantic dinners cooked for a lover.
I have never been accused of being me-
chanical if I include my lover's favourite
foods and wine, set to a backdrop of her
favourite music. But I have been accused

of being a bit mechanical if I suggest a

romantic setting, some appropriate music

Fortunately I have come to
terms with my sexual needs

not being as strong as in
my middle years.

and favourite touching, to a lover who had
lost sexual interest.

Good sex in my view requires lots of prepa-
ration, commitment on both parts to the
experience and sensitivity to each other's
needs. Unlike preparing a meal, there is
no washing up afterwards, just luscious
lying in each other's anns.

The middle years are also those of serial
monogamy and trials of serious mulqiple
relationships. These issues need a lot of
exploration as I have seen some very good
attempts to work on these issues and for
some years success. Jealousy and insecu-
rity as well as having the time for more
than one lover seem to always get in the
way.

One night stands also need a small book
to written about them. The idea that one

can fall into bed, or somewhere else of
course, with someone one has just met and

walk away with just a pleasant memory, is

a great inducement for those of us who
need a sexual experience but are not in a

relationship. It does happen, but I know
of very few cases. Most of my own one
night stands have been with women I
knew. Some were friends, or women who
wanted a relationship with me, and saw

this as the beginning. One does not usu-
ally check out on the first night together
where you both think this is going. After
the night which was rarely that exciting,
mainly due to our untuned bodies, there
were various repercussions. Some of the
one night stands were also women who I
had thought may be further interested, only
to find out they were in love with some-

one else or had a lover.

The middle years often flow into the meno-
pausal and after years with exactly the
same sexual problems. If unresolved they
tend to consolidate.

The menopausal and post menopausal
years

These are of course my own years and I
cannot look at them with any clear detach

ment. They are indeed problem years from
a sexual point of view A relationship
which has been established for some time
can continue to function and deal with the
new difficulties that come with a chang-
ing body and health. New relationships
formed in this time do not have the ben-
efit of years of getting to know each other.
They seem to suffer a similar fate to those
of the teen years without the faith that
things will improve. It becomes harder to
find partners since social interests change
and energy levels to deal with the ups and
downs of relationships as well as the con-
fidence is sometimes greatly reduced. En-
forced or voluntary celibacy are very com-
mon in this period. Leaming to live with-
out a part of one's self can be traumatic.
Solutions do not seem as available as for
younger women. Even in relationships

sexual activity is reduced.
Since women do not experi-
ence the menopause at the
same time there are support
demands from each partner.
These often break the relation-
ship if they see the problem as

the relationship rather than the
menopause. How does one
know anyway. this difficult
time needs to be mapped out
through our writings and dis-
cussions. I have onlv enforced

celibacy to offerto the debate. Finding love
and compatible sexuality is a hope I have
long given up on. Fortunately I have come
to terms with my sexual needs not being
as strong as in my middle years.

Having been in the vanguard of the femi-
nist movement of the 70's and 80's trying
out every form of relationship, even when
it did not feel exactly right, but believing
in the revolutionary process. I am not sure

if I have the energy to do so in my senior
years. I hope there are still some brave
souls out there who will.

From my own experience I think we must
sort out our sexual and relationship prob-
lems or at least get them in some perspec-

tive, before we reach the menopause. If
you find a good relationship work on it
and keep it. There aren't women around
every corner with whom you can share a

meaningful and delicious sexual life.
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After the war ended Alan Turing who
never had any recognition by the British
Government committed suicide.

********
Sir Roger Casement was vilified by the
government of the day. His diaries were
used to stigmatise him as being Gay. He
was stripped of his title and later hanged
for treason.

Britain used evidence of the Irish patriot
Sir Roger Casement's homosexuality to
deflect an international outcry over his
execution as a traitor 80 years ago, accord-
ing to British cabinet papers released last
year.

Casement, born in Country Dublin to an

Ulster Protestant family, was executed in
August 1916 after being condemned for
his efforts, at a time of war, to obtain aid

from Germany immediately before the

Easter Rising in Dublin.

Files released at the Public Records Of-
fice in London confirm suspicion aboutthe
importance attached by officials to details
of Casement's secret life, which included
picking up teenagers and young men in
public places and paying them for sex.

To most Irish nationalists, he remains re-

vered as a patriotic fighter for independ-

ence.

In a memorandum to the British cabinet a

month before the execution, the Home
Office legal adviser, SirErnley Blackwell,
said it was difficult to imaeine a worse case

of high treason.

Blackwell wrote: "I see not the slightest

objection to hanging Casement and after-

wards giving as much publicity to the con-

tents of his diary as decency permits, so

that the public in America and elsewhere

may know what sort of man they are in-

clined to make a martyr."

Some copies of extracts found their way

into the hands of journalists, in an attempt

to damage Casement's character that The

Times denounced at the time as "irrelevant,

improper and un-English".

Foreign Office records appear alongside

copies of some of the entries to provide

some corroboration. But the official desire

to verify Casement's homosexualiry went

further, as the papers released disclose.

As late as 1969, the British government

withheld information that Casement had

been buried without a coffin because of

concern that disclosure would inflame
Irish public opinion.

J
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he way in which Gay people are

discriminated against isn't,
sometimes, very obvious. It's
done by ignoring, omitting and

falsifying history and facts so that the

straight majority can continue in it's be-

lief that they invented, made and accom-

plished everything ever done that was use-

ful and worthwhile.

Although Enigma published by
Hutchinson, written by Robert Harris, is a

fictional based work it has a factual back-

ground.

The story:

March, 1943, and inside Britain's top se-

cret code-breaking centrb, Bletchley Park,

all hell has broken loose.

Germany's U-boat fleet has unexpectedly

changed its cipher for the top-secret
Enigma code, thus blacking out the whole
of the British intelligence service. A huge

merchant shipping convoy is aboutto leave

the United States and the Battle of the

Atlantic hangs in the balance.

Enigma is a mix of fact and fiction. In re-

ality, the Enigma code was considered to

be unbreakable. Every unit of the German

armed forces had an Enigma machine - a
device like a typewriter upon which the

messages could be decoded.

The codes were changed frequently, thus

making the cryptograms harder to read.

What the Nazis didn't know is that
Bletchely Park had broken it.

Step forward the highly fictional hero Tom
Jericho,

Having broken the code once, takes some

much needed sick leave, suffering from
nervous exhaustion.

But the change in the U-boat cipher
prompts the Government to call him back,

only this time Jericho finds more in

By Jason Leung in London

Bletchley than he bargained for. His girl-
friend Claire, "the arctic blonde in Hut 3",
is something of an enigma herself. After
she fails to turn up for work one day, alarm
bells start ringing. Her behaviours in the
days before her disappearance leaves Jeri-
cho baffled.

When he attempts to discover what has

happened to her, he finds himself at the
centre of a chain of events with repercus-
sions that go far beyond the bounds of
Bletchley.

This is a dingy, depressed, down-at-heel

Britain-at-war, where even the walls were
said to have ears, it is dangerous to pry
too deeply - as Jericho apparently discov-
ers.

In researching the book, Harris inter-
viewed many of the surviving Britons and
Americans who worked at the Bletchley
Park complex. Many were unwilling to
talk, still affected by the Official Secrets

Act.

They provided Harris with the details that
stamp this novel with the mark of authen-
ticity. Harris was reportedly also helped
by the Public Records Office where he
found many of the de-coded Enigma sig-
nals.

This is a very difficult plot to understand.
It would be helpful if you had a degree in,
say pure applied maths. Having seen the

stage production some years ago in Lon-
don I think the book will. for most of us.

be boring.

The real hero was a brilliant young math-

ematician, Alan Turing, an unlikely hero

if ever there was one. He was in poor
health, nervous and introverted.

If you were thinking except for the name

that sounds just like the original story. You
would be right plus that other little oh-so

conveniently ignored fact that Alan Turing
was a closeted Gav man.
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he United Kingdom consists of Northern Ire
land, Scotland, Wales, England. Cornwall,
too, if we're being really picky. But the Cor-

nish gave up hopes of independence a long time flgor

whereas Nationalism exists in all the others.

Generally, people don't care about your being gay

so long as they don't have to see it. They're pas-

sively prejudiced, not actiYe as in Biblical rants
about Sodom et al. It's a bit harder in N. Ireland,

'cause it's so divided up on religious grounds to be-

the

By Jeff Westward

gin with. People there can be a bit more active in
their denunciations.

When I hear that folks in the US think the follow'
ing -that 

in Germany, Italy, France, and most of
Europe Gays are pretty much taken in stride and

are incorporated fully and knowingly into the
greater society I have to snort. Sounds like the 6it's

shitty here so letts create a mythical nirvana' syn'
drome. We do that about Amsterdam, and that's
equal hogwash.
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Questions:
Do you or your friends find it necessary to conceal your sexual orientation?

A: Never. That's because I'm 'out' - not

Sometimes families will react badly. More

often, they cry and try to change you. Or,

they treat it as a 'phase.' Some parents

Unless it's in a known 'gay-friendly' pro-

fession such as tv, radio, the media, hair-

dressing - the answer is no. We have no

protection. It is still legal for an employer

'closeted' - as are all my lesbigay pals.

And family?

and immediate family are wonderful, it is
not an issue at all. I don't tell people, like
cousins and aunts, it's none of their busi-

And employers?

to dismiss an employee on the grounds of
their being gay or HIV+ but this will
change come the next election, when the

Conservatives will be out of office and

ness. Like, you wouldn't tell Your
mailman. Or would you? S'pose so, if he

was a dish...

Labour are elected. This is generally seen

as a 'sure thing' - the Tories are out of

vogue, and social compassion and justice

are in.



Are Gays a generally recognised subgroup in Britain?

Must gay individuals take care to avoid physical or emotional abuse as a result of their orientation? Or
do peopte tend to merely roll their eyes, say something vague abrout a 'poof' and then go about their

business without much further regard?

Yes. We have our pubs, clubs, magazines,

and newspapers. Amazing gay scene, fabu-

lous Pride 95 Weekend. We have increa-

ingly positive representation in tv soaps
(women more than men, actually - shock!

Lesbian chic!!) and are not at alf invis-
ible.' General view is that all gay people

Yes, we take care but not so as to be ex-
cessively paranoid, or concerned to a point
of unhappy neurosis.

There is no law against lesbians, thanks
to Queen Victoria refusing to believe they

existed. However,laws of sexual abuse are

used against them, and also their lack of
protection in employment. In custody
cases, the man often gets to keep the child.
Lesbians are seen by men as 'sexy' and

two women snogging (kissing) on the

street are more likely to be sexually har-

assed than beaten up (as in a workman

Holland is progressive, France is politi-
cally full of neo-Nazis like Jean Marie Le
Pen, Spain is macho. Whilst all, on pa-

per, are more progressive than the UK, in
practice people are far more right wing
on the public level. It's very strange, that.
I'd say that the UK is the best in terms of
day-to-day living as a gay male, despite

our archaic laws and dusty politicians.

The archetypal English thugs are also,
however, linked to the rise in racism and

hooliganism in the UK and Europe. They
are linked to other neo-Nazi groups such

as the British National Party and Le Pen's
bastard followers in France.

This problem, whilst serious, is small here
next to the state of play in Europe. Eu-
rope's moves to the right are terrifying.
Being an island has always helped us, and

still does. We are fearful of the situation
getting as big in the UK, but this is un-
likely thanks to good old British reserve
and the 'live and let live' stance of most
folk.

The UK was one of the first nations to pass

alaw making homosexuality legal, in1961
when our age of consent was set at 21.

The age was lowered this year to 18,

live in London. Hmmm as if. and we don't,
generally, use the term 'Gays' - it's 'gay
men' or lesbians/lesbian women' or 'bi-
sexual m or f'... 'Gays' is a stultifying
term, disconnecting us from our human-
ity, we feel.

NOTE: I say 'we' but I wouldn't dare pre-

shouting something akin to 'Look!
Lezzies! Come here and trv some man
meat.

For gay men, whilst there are laws gov-
erning consent, kissing on the street can
lead to an offence against Public Order
(same wtth 2 women, actually), should a
passer-by complain to the police. It is not
a serious offenceunless repeated, butmore
often than not no one bothers testing the
law. We just make sure no one is looking
or that we're in a big group.

They can't do anything about complaints

And the rest of Europe?

whereas hetties are still at 16. The cam-
paign continues Labour are committed to
an equal age and anti-discrimination laws.
They promise the first UK Constitution, a

Bill of Rights. They are likely to get in by
a huge majority, such is the unpopularity
of the right wing Conservatives. We're on
pause, in a sense waiting.

Oh. And male rape was made a crime rec-
ognised in law and punishable to the same

extent as female rape this year

Clause 28 of the 1988 Local Government
Act was instigated by Thatcher herself as

she sought to prevent 'the [purported] pro-
motion of homosexuality in schools'. Its'
effect has been to silence reference to Gays

in schools, and those teachers who coun-
sel gay youth risk prosecution. So far, how-
ever, no one has been taken to court under
the Act. It is vague, badly worded, and
open to interpretations. Homosexuality can

only be discussed in reference to diseases

such as AIDS and not with any sugges-

tion that such relations are natural. desir-
able, or loving.

Nasty, but it saw the outbreak of Queer
Activism, united us, and saw both Stone-
wall and OutRage! form as campaigning

sume to speak for the rainbow variety of
British Queens.

'Queer' is a different kettle of fish alto-
gether, being used for the same reasons as

the US or Canada...

on a Pride March, for example.

Of course, gay men who 'flaunt' it (not
my word, but that of the 'decency and
morality brigade') are more likely to get
queer-bashed, but the violent elements are

a minority. Problem is, they hang around
in big gangs. A queerbashing equation is
I gay man to at least 5 hetero males. Cow-
ards, and most good people do not con-
done or approve, and police in recent years

treat such attacks as serious.

bodies, good stuff from bad, as they say.

We do have a national body - the Health
Education Authority - funded by govern-
ment that does AIDS and HIV work within
the gdy community. Never enough money,
though, the old story, I know.

One more thing: gay bars are not shunted
into ghettos here. For example, my fave
bar is next to one of Londcln's busiest train
stations. Everyone knows what kind of bar
it is, and no one cares. Apathy is public,
prejudice is political.

The only out and out hypocrite here on
the issue of Sodomites is the Right Rav-
ing Rev. Ian Paisley, and he's a sad politi-
cal Northern Ireland leader who wants to
keep it in the UK. Doesn't he know we

screwed that countrv drv for over 500
years?

There's the occasional outburst of
homophobic nonsense from an MP on the
right, but that doesn't get much attention
these days. And we now have two gay

MPs, on both sides of the house. Labour's
gay MP is in the Shadow Cabinet, and re-
sponsible for the Internet policies that are

being shaped. No, I don't mean censor-
ship, but productive stuff.
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t'You are not at risk
with passive oral sex.

The active partner is
at some risk. It is more
risky to swallow se-
men. As far as we
know, saliva does not
transmit AIDS."-U S

Centres for Disease
Control, AIDS infor-
mation hotline
Although few AIDS educators will admit
it, the safe-sex information with which
they have been inundating the gay, lesbian,
and bisexual community over the last dec-
ade has carried with it a fatal flaw. Even
as doctors, researchers. health educators.

and activists have argued over what sexual
practices do and don't belong on the "safe"
list, virtually no one has been willing to
talk to sexually active men and women
about how to weigh conflicting medical
information; evaluate the biases of their
information sources; and learn to make
sane, reasonable assessments of the per-

sonally acceptable risks to which their
sexual practices may expose them. Instead,

we've settled for a scattershot approach
and for slogans like this one: Anyone can

get AIDS.

Well, yes, anyone can. But not everyone
is equally likely to.

The last year has brought a deluge of new
and confusing safe-sex information- this
time related to a reassessment of the dan-
gers of cocksucking. As with every debate

about safe-sex rules that has come before,
people who need to know how to protect
themselves from AIDS are getting more
of what won't help (a torrent of personal
conjecture and "expert" arguments over
interpretation) and less of what will (

by Wendell Ricketts

guidance in evaluating the available in-
formation and in using it to establish a

personal hierarchy of risk).

Part of the problem, as always, is that sci-

entific studies don't lead automatically to

clarity about safer sex. In one widely re-

ported piece of research, for example two

men apparently seroconverted after they

engaged in cocksucking in which they

sometimes did and sometimes didn't take

semen into their mouths.

Making this study somewhat difficult to

interpret, however, is the fact that both

men had gingivitis. In other words, they

may have taken infected semen into their

mouths at a time when their gums were

bleeding. Their gum condition, then, pro-

vided amore efficient "portal" forHIV and

increased the risk i in their personal case

t of sucking cock. Yet the study has been

used to argue that oral sex presents some

greater general risk than experts had pre-

viously realised.

Here's another example of the ways in

(Continued onpage22)
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Gays like to barbecue. Gays will
cook if danger is involved.

Gays who have pierced ears are

better prepared for partnership.
They've experienced pain and
bought jewellery.

If you buy your man or boyfriend a

video camera, for the first few
weeks he has it,lock the door when
you go to the bathroom. Most early

films end with a scream and aflush.

Be careful of Gays who are bald and

rich; the i[Togance of "rich" usu-

ally cancels out the nice of "bald."

Gays arevery confidentpeople. My
man is so confident that when he

watches sports on television, he

thinks that if he concentrates he can

help his team. If the tearn is in trou-
ble, he coaches the players from our
living:room, and if they're really
in trouble, I have to get off the
phone in case they call him.

Gays like phones with lots of but-
tons. It makes them feel important.
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Gays love to be the first to read the
newspaper in the morning. Not
being the first is upsetting to their
psyches.

All Gays look nerdy in black socks

and sandals.

The way a Gay man looks at him-
self in a mirror will tell you if he
can ever care about anyone else.

Don't try to teach Gays how tp do
anything in public. They can learn
in private; in public they have to
know.

Gays who are going bald often wear
baseball caps.

A good place to meet a Gay man is
at the cleaners. These Gays usually
have jobs and bathe.

Gays love watches with multiple
functions. My man has one that is
a combination address book. tel-
escope and piano.

All Gays hate to hear "We need to
talk about our relationship." These
seven words strike fear in the heart
of even General Schwarzkopf.

Gays are sensitive in strange ways.
If a man has built a fire and the
last log does not burn, he will take
it personally.

All Gays think that they're nice
guys. Some of them are not. Con-
tact us for a list of names.

Gays have higher body tempera-
tures than other men. If your heat-
ing goes out in winter, I recom-
mend sleeping next to a Gay man.

Most Gays love to shop. That's why
the men's department is usually on
the first floor of a store, two inches
from the door.

Gays would like monogamy better
if it sounded less like monotony.

If you're meeting a man who you
think might be "Mr. Right," if he

a) got older, b) got a new job, or c)
visited a psychiatrist, you are in for
a nasty surprise. The cocoon-to-
butterfly theory only works on co-
coons and butterflies.

No man is charming all of the time.
Even Cary Grant is on record say-

ing he wished he could be Cary
Grant.

When four or more Gays get to-
gether, they talk about men.

Most Gays are introspective: "Am
I in love? Am I emotionally and
creatively fulfilled?" Most other
men are outrospectivb.: "Did my
team win? How's my car?"

If he says, "I'll call you," and he
doesn't, he didn't forget...he didh't
lose your number. . .he didn't die. He
just didn't want to call you.

Gays hate to lose. I once beat my
man at tennis. I asked him, "Are
we going to have sex again?" He
said, "Yes, but not with each other."

Gays who can eat anything they
want and not gain weight should
do it out of sight of other Gays.

Getting rid of a man without hurt-
ing his masculinity is a problem.
"Get out" and "I never want to see

you again" might sound like a chal-
lenge. If you want to get rid of a

man, I suggest saying, "I love
you...I want to spend the rest of my
life with you...I want to be your
only lover." Sometimes they leave

skid marks.

Gays accept compliments much
better than other men do, Exam-
ple: "Mitch, you look great."
Mitch: "Thanks." On the other
side: "Greg, you look great." Greg:

"I do? Must be the lighting."

Gays who listen to classical music
tend not to spit.

Gays are self-confident because

they grow up identifying with su-

per-heros.

When a Gay man tries on clothing
from his wardrobe that feels tight,
he will assume the clothing has

shrunk.

If a Gay prepares dinner for
you and the salad contains three or

more types of lettuce, he is serious'

Male menopause is a lot of fun.

With Male menopause - you get to

date young boys and ride motorcy-

cles.

All Gays
rrrould stiil rs-
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(Continued from page 18)

which information about oral-sex risk is
typically misused. Canadian doctor Joss

DeWet announced in September 1994 that
he had treated seven HIV- antibody-nega-
tive patients who had seroconverted D even
though their only sexual activity was
cocksucking. "Oral sex," Dr. De Wet told
reporters, "is not safe."

Unfortunately, there's no news here. No
one ever said it was. Rather, the risk in-
volved in cocksucking to orgasm has al-
ways been acknowledged, and no infor-
mation has been discovered recently that
throws doubt on our understanding of the
desree of that risk.

If y owfr-antibo dy -neg ative and your part-
ners are antibody-negative, for instance,
the risks of being infected with HIV
through unprotected cocksucking i
even to thepoint of taking cum into
your mouth i are low. The risk
decreases further if you only have

one partner and if he, in turn,
isn't having sex with anybody
besides you (or sharing IV drug
needles or receivins blood
transfusions).

Obviously, however, if you base

your behaviour on such beliefs,
you make some major assrimp-
tions - including the assump-
tion that HIV is the sole cause of
AIDS, that HlV-antibody tests are

always reliable (they're not), and that
your presumably antibody-negative
partners are not simply in the midst of a
"latency" period (the months after infec-
tion before antibodies to the virus show
up on tests). Maybe you can live with the
degree of doubt inherent in such assump-

tions and mavbe vou can't.

If you are already HlV-antibody-positive,
on the other hand, you may feel that it no
longer matters whether you engage in sex

that potentially re-exposes you to HIV. The
danger ofre-exposure to a new "dose" of
HIV or to different strains is also being
debated by doctors and researchers. But
even leaving that issue aside, exposure to
common sexually transmitted bacteria and

viruses other than HIV isn't good for any-
one - whether or not your immune sys-

tem is compromised. Nonetheless, these

are the kinds of decisions that sexually
active HIV- antibody- positive people have

to make.

Perhaps even more valuable than under-
standing the medical information, how-
ever, is recognising the reality that we live

in a world that is full of risks - even deadly
ones. People who drive take a significant
risk of being killed in a car accident. Ciga-
rette smokers expose themselves to a wide
range of debilitating and fataldiseases. We
weigh and assess such risks as these i and
countless others t as we go about our daily
lives. And we accept them.

More than that, we understand that risk
can be managed, moderated, and lived
with. There is logic in the assertion that
even the tiny risk of being killed in a plane
crash (approximately one death per 50,000
passengers) increases if you fly twice
weekJy rather than only once a year i al-
though we accept the fact that every flight

poses some danger.

When it comes to AIDS, however, many
people (including not a few medical pro-
fessionals) behave as though "zero- risk"
can be achieved or should even be ex-
pected. We've all heard the news inter-
views with tenified parents who refuse to
let some kid with AIDS into their child's
school because "even if there's only a one-
in-a-billion chance that my son could catch
AIDS from him, that's too much." If such
parents really believed in protecting their
children from anything that posed more
than a "one in abillion" risks, they'd never
even let them get on the school bus in the
morning.

None of this is meant to trivialise the risk
of contracting HIV or to encourage any-
one to take that risk lightly. But it is es-

sential to view our AIDS risk in the con-
text of the innumerable, non- quantifiable
risks that are inherent simply in being

alive - and to use that perspective to make
rational, information-based decisions
about our sexual behaviour.

For those who insist on zero AIDS risk, of
course, no margin of error is small enough.
In the sexual arena, that effectively means
no sex, because absolutely safe sex requires
avoiding all contact between potentially
infectious body fluids and mucus mem-
branes (such as the inside of the mouth or
the lining of the rectum) and even the skin.
No cum on my chest; I might have
scratched the head off a pimple there. No
kissing, because HIV has been detected in
saliva. (HIV has also been found in breasr
milk, tears, urine, and vaginal fluid.)

It may also mean giving up our faith in
the "safety" of condoms. Although we've
put a lot of eggs into that particular bas-
ket, research confirms that condom effec-

tiveness varies significantly from brand
to brand. One study, in fact, reported

that several popular condom brands,
when subjected to simulated inter-
course in the laboratory leaked be-

tween A.9Vo and22.8Vo of the time.
Condoms, in other words, pose a

risk of HIV transmission even when
they are used correctly. Yet AIDS
educators continue to behave as

though condoms were the Great
White Hope of the safe-sex move-
ment.

For those who realise that zero-risk sex

(and zero-risk living) doesn't exist,
there's only one completely accurate - if
not completely reassuring - answer to the
question Is it dangerous to suck cock? And
that is: It depends. It depends upon
whether the person whose cock you are

sucking is HlV-antibody- positive or not.

It depends upon how much your gums

bleed when you brush your teeth. It de-

pends upon what you make of the limited
research that shows the presence of HIV
viral material in precum. It depends upon

whether your partner even produces
precum. (Alfred Kinsey reported that one-

third of the men in his research produced
no precum at all, regardless of their age

or level of arousal.) It depends upon

whether you get cum in your mouth or not.

And on and on.

At a symposium on AIDS in the Media
held at the Wexner Centre at Columbus,
Ohio in 1993, one panel member put safer-

sex concerns into this context: "Avoiding
HIV is not a sufficient purpose for my life,"
he said.

Although we have some information about

the changes' people have nrade in their



sexual practices in light of AIDS, we know
almost nothing about how individuals
come to those decisions. It's conceivable,

for example, that some men have elected

to stop being butt-fucked, but have decided

that their sex lives would suffer too greatly
if they also had to give up cocksucking.
So the pact they make with themselves is:

"I'll suck cock if I want to, but I won't get

cum in my mouth. And no more cocks up
my ass."

Indeed, there's evidence that men are

weighing their safer-sex options in pre-
cisely this way. In a phone interview, for
example, Dr. Samuel noted that men were
more likely to allow a partner to come in
their mouths if that partner was HIV-an-
tibody negative. These men, in other
words, understood the danger of ingest-

ing HlV-infected semen and took correct
steps to avoid contact with it.

Such men need to be congratulated for
having successfully negotiated the mine-
field of safe-sex information and for hav-

ing come to decisions they can live with.
What usually happens to them instead,

however, is that they are made to feel guilty
for not having engaged in "completely"
safe sex.

Safer-sex campaigns, in fact - particularly

those directed toward younger people -
trade in such slogans as "No orgasm is
worth risking your life for." But the
premise behind these educational efforts
is false. First, we could just as accurately
say "No trip down the street for a ham-
burger is worth risking your life for," but
that would sound as ludicrous as it is.
(Even though you could be run down in
the road on your way there, be shot by a

disgruntled police officer while you're,eat-
ing, or choke to death on a piece of gris-
tle.)

Far more insidious, however, is the subtle
judgement inherent in such slogans: that
sex is a shameful and trivial pursuit and
that anyone who acknowledges and even
elevates the importance of sex in his or
her life is pathetic and deluded. If I decide
to take up skydiving, for example, people
might think I'm crazy. But no one would
call me immoral, irresponsible, or deca-

dent. If I choose to take my risks in the
sexual arena, on the other hand, I am likely
to be called all of those things - or worse.

What safer-sex advocates have largely for-
gotten is that sex serves an important, even
indispensable function in people's lives.
It brings with it affection, approval, rec-
reation, relaxation, joy, and lots of other

good things that are part of what we might
call the life force. For gay men, moreover,
the symbolic significance of semen can
hardly be overestimated. Not being able
to take another man's cum into our bodies
is not a trivial loss; and not being able to
give our cum to someone else (or to "force"
him to take it) wreaks havoc with what
can be one of the hottest, most intimate
interactions available through sex.

If we're going to take activities of any sig-
nificance away from people, we have to
replace them with something. But that is
a task that safer- sex advocates have al-
most entirely abdicated. Rather, the best
counsel they have to offer is that we
"avoid" this or that activity or that we learn
to "eroticize" condoms. There's no ques-

tion that making personal decisions about
AIDS and sex takes us into territory that
most of us find difficult to navigate. Safer-
sex decisions always involve the weigh-
ing of risks against benefits, the balanc-
ing of threats to physical and emotional
health, and at least occasional forays into
so- called "grey areas." The degree to
which safer- sex advice fails to address

these issues is the degree to which the peo-

ple who need it most are being left.t_o fend
for themselves. I

Lesbian puppets in Buenos Aires
By Alejandra Sarda

Last
Octo-
ber,
when

Iabianas
a la Vista
took to the
streets to
protest,
many people
asked -in a re-
spectful, con-
cerned way-
"what rights
do you

lack?tt. Our next street event had
to be about the rights we are de-

nied.

"Lavender Tide", our art sub-group, sug-

gested we use puppets. We designed and

made up the two puppets we used: a cou-
ple of tall, red mouthed, long haired (one

red, one black), smiling lesbians. We found
the music: a bolero with lyrics the 'we are

more than just the two friends' and prais-

ing the joys of 'our special love.'

The place we decided on was San Telmo,
a tourist-historical Buenos Aires area, usu-

ally crowded on sunny Sundays. Every
group member was given the phone
number of a lawyer who works for Les-
bian/Gay groups. We saw many friends
and groups who came to support us.

With the help of volunteers from Act Up y
GLDC, a protective human barrier was

formed, just in case the police arrived. And
then we resorted to smiles, extended arms

and a lot of assertiveness to stop the traf-
fic.

Most people thought it was going to be a

performance for children. But as soon as

they heard the bolero's lyrics and saw the
puppets - dancing and seducing each other,

no one could have any doubts as to what
was happening: something 'queer' was

taking place. As the dance ended with a

passionate kiss, the truth was evident:
these were two were Lesbian puppets.

More than 2,000 leaflets were distributed
while the performance was repeated three

times (with a growing attendance) and

when it was over, only 4 or 5leaflets were

on the ground: everybody had taken them

home.

The crowd reacted mostly with surprise,

interest and respect; a few people were
indifferent but nobody was aggressive.

Our two objectives - to bring Lesbian-cre-
ated Lesbian images to the streets, for eve-

ryone to see; and to raise the public's
awareness about the rights we are denied,

as couples, were easily reached. With the

sunset the performance ended and every-
one danced in the street: puppets, Lesbi-
ans, Gays, mothers, teenagers ... and sorne
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he Sydney Gay & Lesbian
civil rights and a celebration
lesbian and gay individuals

and community identity in a public

Mardi Gras Parade is both a demonstration of
of gay and lesbian pride. It provides a forum for
and groups to express their lifestyles, sexuality
way and in a way that is defined by them.
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Amid howls of 'Out of the bars

and into the streets' 1,000 radi-
-'''' c- - . I Cvkes on a nrideCaIpOOISanGt, r -

rnarCh ctash *ith police, making.,

headlines - and history - as'the
--- -: , ^1 

,,. f

creature,that will:become Mardi ,

Gras is conceived'in blood'rin'
1978. : - l,.'.,.'.. .i .:,.,.,.'..,,,,.....-.',.

: , ',1::,.':t i ''":
The coalitionist religious group Angli-
.an I-esbi'ani;;o clo, orJut.n 

^ 
,rJ,n

in the 1983 Parade. Members of Angay

bear a paper mach effigy of Mary and

the Bay Jesus. A sash around Mary's
waist bears the legend: t'Angays sup-

port lesbian Mums."
4

1984
i

A 6 foot-something trany in plat-
forms and amicro skirtfinds her-

self acciden'tally leading the 1984

Parade up Oxford Street. The fust
float behind her has been held up

by yobbos, but Roberta Perkins

totters on oblivious. The crowd
cheers; for a brief moment, she is

the entiie show.

A gigantic puppet effigy of the

original Fat Ugly Queen from
Hell, Divine, complete with rig-
ging enabling a cigarette to be

lifted to her lips, is definitelY
sighted being wheeled about the

Royal Hall of Industries, The
problem is, sources have some

problems recalling whether the

year was 1984 or 1985. Said one:

"it's all a sort of blur...but it was

definitely a magic moment!"

1980
At the Paddington Town Hall,
700 marchers from the 1980 Gay

Solidarity Parade get on down at

what is recognised as the first ever

post-parade party - :encoura$ed

by police as a way of clearing the

streets quickly. In an event since,

mirrored by history, k100 hope-

ful p*ry animals miss out on tick-
ets.
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With a bellow of engines eight
Dykes on Bikes unleash the
horsepowerl between their thighs
and thundei up Oxford Street into
history. It's their maiden voyage
- the 1988 Parade.

10,000 revellers celebrating
Mardi Gras 1988 in the Sydney
Showgrounds' Government
Pavillon are blasted back to real-
ity by ablizzard. Giant wind ma-

chines blitz the crowd with paper

snow, as DJ legend Stephen
Allkins spins the party hit Stormy
Weather.

Ten divas metamorphose into 10

Diana Rosses, leaping from elabo-

rately created candles in a Chain
Reaction celebrating 1988 - the

tenth anniversary of Mardi Gras.

L992
HIV Living is a front-page sensationin 1992. The HIV positive contin-
gent, in skimpy outfits, adopt monikers like 'Betty Bactrim' and 'Nancy
Pneumocystic'. Their mascot, an enormous, gaudily coloured Mexican
skeleton, was created by brilliant artist and activist David Mcdiamid,
who died of AIDS in 1995.

Lickable lesbians in lime green and fetchingly tight shorts tap-dance the
1992 Mardi Gras In[to] the Mood. President Richard Cobden, in his
trademark lawyer's tux, gets stiffly funky to party classic This is It! but
is typically upstaged by the dancing drag queens with whom he shares

the stage

1989
Homophobes howl when nuns

from the Order of Perpetual In-
dulgence deliver up the head of
arch-bigot Reverend Fred Nile on

a platter. Fred's head is borne tri-
umphantly along the 1989 Parade

route - complete with a tasteful
accompaniment of paper mache

fruits (though there's an apple,

not a dildo, in his mouth).

.L

An overenthusiastic lad is',a spon-

taneous hit at 1990's party when
he climbs high girders in the Gov-
ernment Pavillon. The oblivious
culprit is still boogieing ecstati-

cally as thepacked d.ance flooris
evacuated. An hydraulic lift is
trundled in - but by theh he,hal
climbed down.

199s
At the 1995 party, Boy George appears in the Second Worst Kept Mardi
Gras Secret. Over the Boy, the action is the Festhaus Dyke Bar - where

a melee of lesbians pound the dance floor for hours.
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Gras 199414 gaggle of lanky ladq

in a sportscar are all froCked up
as Joanna Lumley as Patsy (from
the hitTV show Absolutely,Fabrl.
lous). Miraculously, each slightly

route..
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Frustrated
Dear Fifi,

I am so very frustrated. Every time I go

out to the clubs, I see this one special man'

He is so attractive I can hardly stand to
just look at him, I want to jump all over

him. But he doesn't seen notice me. Can

you tell me how to approach this boy? I
see his every weekend, but I just don't have

the nerve to say hello.

Un-Noticed

Dear Un,

You obviously think you are prettier than

you are. I had this problem for many years

when I was younger, but fortunately I per-

severed and found myself a husband who

is farbetter looking than I am. Now I don't
suggest that you hold out for "Mr. Janu-

ary." I had one thing guaranteed to catch

me a major beefcake: a very large bank

balance!

At least you don't seem to have the other

problem I had at the same time which was

an overwhelming appeal to men three

times my age. And if it wasn't an octoge-

narian, it was some twit who flipped burg-
ers at the local drive-in...both of which are

about as appealing as a McSundae is to a
McEskimo. (But I must say that nothing

does feel as good as being pursued.)

You have several options. Get drunk - I
never met a man I won't sleep with when

I was so drink I couldn't stand. I know
from experience that his is the solution of
choice for most men, and probably all that

have had me... The obvious solution is to
just plain lower your standards. This ad-

vice comes from a very close friend who

obviously has had lots of experience in the

sport of big game hunting. And if nothing
else works, you can always console your-
self with the thought that this man you're
after probably doesn' t speak you language

anyway.

Panty Men
Dear Fffi,

I see that AIDS Concern has finally pro-

duced safer sex information. Last week-

end a gorgeously sexy drag queen stuck a

flyer and condom in my pocket at some

nightclub. When I got home and read it I
learned some new facts about anal sex. I
had no idea that only half the queer popu-

lation fucked. Boy was I happy when I re-

alised that all 213 men I've had this year

knew exactly which orifice of mine to in-
sert their dick into.

Where do those people at AIDS Concern

get their data?

Fortunate

Dear Fortunate,

No one has yet figured out how AIDS
Concern works, but I suppose if your 907o

in the closet you'd have a much better idea

than I . I admit I got a little chuckle out of
the green flyer too. I mean really, I love to
be pressured into anal sex. Pressure is what
it's all about! Some one slap me afew good

times!...or a whole bunch of times! I would
like to know whose buns those are in pho-

tos though, they look an awful lot like my
own...

Dear Miss

I take offence that you purport to be able

to advise people on such a personal and

varied topic of sex. I am flabbergasted by

some of the suggestions that I have read

in this magazinein the past six months to

innocent people who write in honestly
looking for advice and help. You insult
your readers with your lack of sensitivity,

and disrespectful attitude. I'm sure there

are others able to assist our community to

a far greater extent than you, and would
like your editor to consider my letter a re-

quest to replace you.

Disgruntled,
Dear Disgruntled,

Sounds to me like you haven't been laid

in a long long time? There's nothing that

soothes sexual frustration like a good long

sassion with me...I can show you what

playing Doctor was meant to be like, and

you obviouslyneedplenfy of care. Foryour
information, I happen to have more let-

ters after my name than any of the past 14

shrinks whose offices I have visited my-

self. You obviously haven't learned yet, but

I should point out that you are in the envi-

able position of being one of Fifi's fan club

charter members. If you sign up now, I'll
give you an autographed copy of this is-

sue of the magazine the next time you

identify yourself at Club 97. Speaking of

which, I should point out to my readers

that I am live a Club 97 every third Friday

autographing contacts magazines for my

fans.It's always nice meeting my fans and

having a chit chat with the public, so I

hop you all get the chance to say hello

sometime I
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Queer Space
Why in the world do we let heteros into
queer clubs? Who gives a f*** if they like
us because we "really know how to party?"
We have to in order to blow off the pres-
sure they make us feel all the time! They
make out wherever they please, and take
up too much room on the dance floor do-
ing ostentatious couples dances. They wear
their heterosexuality like a "keep out" sign,
or like a deed of ownership.

Why the hell do we tolerate them when
they invade our space like it's their right?
Why do we let them shove heterosexual-
ity-a weapon their world wields against
us - right in our faces in the few public
spots where we can be relaxed with each
other and not fear attack?

It's time to stop letting the straight people
make all the rules. Let's start by posting
this sign outside every Gay club and bar:

_r_

Onry $95"u.r'
Post Free
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90lT-6442
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Send crossed cheque and name and address to

Island Publishing Co. Ltd.,

r r r .,,:to. i': ::Y*"1: 5:1*. r r r r

o From Europe, USA and Japan.

oReasonable Prices.

F*
Call Dickson for an appointment.

SPEGIAE

SU&eY ERvEo$
o Maximun S atisfaction Guaranteed.

oFree Deliverv.

24 Hour Service

Git on down, telephone 'round for a new bronco
to break-in (or git ridden!)...Call:

00-1592-598-424
24hrs,live, raw & uncensored
or for "lasso & hog-tie"stories

00-L592-5gg-370
Adults onlv. Int'l toll

o
Keep your display of affection

(kissing, handholding, embracing) to
a minimum. Your sexuality is

unwanted and offensive to manv

here.

'L 'LLrw
If you must dance slow, be as

inconspicuous as possible.

.'\,L .J\L'rJL'
Do not gawk or stare at Lesbians or
Gay men, especially bull dykes or
drag queens. We are not here for

your entertainment.

'L '\ '\.'LrJL'L'W
If you cannot comfortably deal with
someone of the same sex making a

pass at you, Ieave.

'L 'L 'L 'L 'LwwwwLt
Do not flaunt your heterosexuality.

'L 'l' 'L 'L 'L '\wLrLrwwLt
Be Discreet.

'T 
JL 

'\ 'L 'L 'L 'LwLrwLrLrLrw
Risk being mistaken for a Lezzie or

a Homo.

If you feel these rules are un-
fair, go fight homophobia in
straight clubs. I
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xPlace 3 x $1 stamps per reply
*(Free to overseas subscribers)

Personals #69

+ sealed reply

Contacts Magazine
Island Publishing Co. Ltd.,

GPO Box 13427, Hong Kong.

in outer envelope

Contacts Magazine will open the
outer envelope, collect the 3 x $1

stamps per reply, and forward the
sealed replies to the advertiser.
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Chinese 33. Seeks stable sporty
Chinese over 28 for friendship/
relationship. Letter with photo
appreciated. Box L97

t

THE BEST PERSONAL AD-
VERTS ARE IN CONTACTS

MAGAZINE
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Christmas holiday. Me, Chinese, :

23, sweek look. Seeks a profes- |
I

sional gentleman to act as my holi- r

day's master. Waiting for you. 
:

Box198 
rrrr-r---r:

26 Handsome Chinese, medium built
with hairy body. Seeks similar guys for
funs and excitement. If you are healthy,
non-amoker and also love exciting
games. Please write to GPO BoxT 4460,
Kowloon Central Post Office. Photos
guarenteereply.

F - -- - - r r r r - -:rrr-r rrf

I Good-looking, attractive, sincere I
r Chinese,29. Enjoys music, travel, r

I movie and quiet evenings. Seeks hon- |
I est, caring and mature chubby Chi- t
I
r rreSe, 30-45 for long-lasting relation- r

I ship or friendship. Letter with con- |
r tact number and photo appreciated. r

i:*:"i-':'- ----i
Over 50 Well-off professional kind
stranght acting gwaild. Seeks Asian un-
der 22, must be slim & good-looking.
Please send photo and phone no. Box 200

FrND THE LOVE(S) OF
YOUR LIFE-USE CONTACTS

PERSONAL ADVERTS

Devoted, attractive Chinese, 30.
Seeks hairy, caring and honest
chubby Chinese of 33-45 and at
least 5'6" as my lucky teddy bear.
Expects lasting relationship. Please

leave message at 9027 8398.

s
s

:

:
:

i

s.
:

I Chinese 36, slim, likes II squash, tennis, jogging, I
! swimming. Seek 38+ m; I
! fo. term relationship. Fqu- !
i tionalitp'open. Please rvrite I
I photo to PO Box 25831 i
I Harbour Bldg Office, I
I Hong Kong. I
lrrrrrrrrrEsl

Active, frank, fit, mentally
healthy, Chinese Executive, 31,
5t7tt, 135 pounds, educated,
straight-acting. Enjoys travelling,
outgoing. Good at tennis, squash,
badminton. Seek slim, straight-
acting guys between 30-42 for
friendship or more. Frank mail to
P.O.Box 83376, San Po Kong
Post Office, Kowloon.(Pen pals
also welcome)

Chinese, below 25. Seeks muscuiaryoung
guys for friendship, photo appreciated.

Address: P.O.Box 547, Tsuen Wan Post

Office, N.T.

MAKE PERSONAL ADVER.TS
WORK FOR YOU!

French guy, independant, quiet, sincere.

Seeks Chinese friends for friendship only.

PO Box 35565 Kins's Road Post Office,
Kowloon.

F'OR THE BEST
FLAT SHARE
ADVERTISE

CONTACTS
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Looking for a genuine friend? Aged 48,
own home. Write Maurice Peacock, 23

Dances Wuy, Hayiing Island Hampshire
P011 PJP, England.

Sydney Businessman univer-
sity graduate 44 years, 165

cm, 70 kg, moustache, faith-
ful, straight looks. Frequent
visitor to meet for 1 to 1

friendship P.O.Box 3L8, Ausi
tralia 2I2I.

Asian Gay,zO. Living in Australia. Seeks Asian

guys up to 45 for friendship. Please write to Van Ngo
19/3 Heath Street, East Brisbane QLD 4169, Aus-
tralia.

German, 47, L76cms, 77kgs,
friendly and honest. Would
like to hear from younger (-

3 0). S incere and cute
Orientals for correspondance
and maybe more. I'm a fre-
quent traveller to Asian coun-
tries. Please write to:
Boxholder, P.O.Box 210402,
8067 4 Munchen, Germany.

TTTIITTITIIIITIIIT

Norrvay - Want to contact
gay guys from China, Tai-
wan, Korea, Vietnam. Lets
be friends and help each
other too! Steve Mattsson,
Box 423, 180L Askim Nor-
way or Fax( 47) -22607 316.
IITITIITTITIIITTII
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Singapore, Chinese,3'7. Seek HK Busi-
ness men who comes Singapore often for
friendship. Age 3'7 to 45. Chubbies only,
Photo. Box 196

Subscribe

the best way to make sure

SaYe
up to 20Vo ayear

and
.^

get a free personal advert.

Prices and Order Form
E Men's Personal E Women's Personal

tr Mixed Personal tr Flat Share

E Pen Pals E Goods Wanted &
For Sale

Avoid delay, checkdetails carefully. Please

tick / your selected category . All prices

in Hong Kong $.

First 15 Words $SO.OO

Box number $30.00 $....,, ..,,..

Extra Words $2/word $.............
Display Box $40.00 $... .......

Your photo printed $30.00 $,.,...,......
Sub Total $.............
Number of insertions

Repeat adverts 50% discount

in the next issue $.............

Total for personal adverts$

Subscription
6 Months $180.00
12 Months $300.00

Grand Total

Please Note. The Editor reserves the right to decline to

publish any advert without giving reasons, and a full refund

will be given. Any advert that is not published due to space

restrictions will be published in the following issue of the

publication.

Overseas advertising and

subscription rates on request.

Please inserl the following advert in the next ....... issue(s) of Contacts Magazine

PLEASE USE BLOCK CAPITALS (1 word per box)
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PLEASE USE BLOCK CAPITALS

Name

Addre

Telephone

I am over 21, signe{

I enclose a crossed cheque for $-Made payable to lsland Publishing Co. Ltd.

fsland Publishing Co.Ltd. G.P.O. Box 13427 Hong Kong.

Fax: 2817-91 20 Tel : 281 7-9447

r r r r r - - - r - r - r r r - - r - i r r r r r r r r I r r r - r r r r I r - -)€

Please use capital letters
Name:

Address:

(Please write the code number)

Send crossed cheque made payable to:

lsland Publishing Co. Ltd., G.P.O.Box 13427 Hong Kong
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Code Name Price Qty Total Postage Sub. Total

(1)
(2)
Total:



BARS & DISCOS

CE TOP
9E 37-43 Cochrane Street.

Central, Hong Kong,
Tel:2544-3581
6:00 pm - 3:00 am

CLUB '97
9 Lan Kwai Fong, Central, Hong Kong.
Tel:2810-9333, Friday 6 - 10:00 pm

O PETTICOAT LANE
2, Tun Wo Lane, Central, Hong Kong.
Tel:2973-0642
Mon.-Sat.: 12:00 pm -2:30 am

Sunday : 5:00 pm - l2:00 midmight

.) PROPAGANDA
llF,30-32 Wyndham St, Central, Hong Kong.
Tel: 2868-1316.
Mon.-Sat: 9:00 pm - 3:30 am

Happy Hours 9:00 pm - 10:30 pm

WALLY MATT LOUNGE
9 Cornwall Avenue, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon.

Tel:2367- 6874 r;)

GUEST HOUSE

BABYLON VILLA
29,Lower Cheung Sha,

Lantau Island, Hong Kong.
Tel:298V2872

KARAOKE

BABYLON
5/F, Kingpower Commercial B ldg.,
409413 Jaffe Road, Wanchai, Hong

Tel:2573-3978. 8:00 pm - 2:00 am

WHY NOT
121F., Kyoto Plaza,49l-499 Lochart Road.,
Causewayy Bay, Hong Kong
Tel:25'12J808. 8:00 pm - 2:00 am

H'20
ZlF,}Jop Yee Bldg., 474-476 Lockhard Rd.,
Causeway Bay, Hong Kong.
Tel:2834-6451, 5:00 pm - 3:00 am

MEMBERS CONNECTION
3/F, 5 Lan Fong Road, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong.
Tel : 2890-7731. 8:00 pm - 3:00 am

P

SAUNAS &
FITNBSS CENTRES

AA
llF,lg Lan Fong Road, (

Causeway Bay, Hong Kong.
Tel: 2577-3705. 1:00 pm - 2:00 am

AE
l/F Kwong Ah Bldg.,
114 Thomson Road.Wanchai, Hong Kong.
Tel: 2591-O500. 2:00 pm - 1:00 am

BA
1/F Flat D, Cheung Hong Mansion,
25-33 Johnston Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong.
Tel:2527--7073.2:00 pm - 2:00 am

O BOBSON FITNESS CLUB
35-37 Hankow Rd, 3lF Flat D,
Mag Building, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon.
Tel:2376-2208. 3:30 pm - 1:00 am

ffi
$

Kong.

Gay Gulde
CENTRAL ESCALATOR
2/F1., Cheung Hing Comm. Bldg.,
No. 37*43 Cochrane Street.
Central, Hong Kong.
Tel: 2581-9951. l:00 pm - 1:00 am

GAME BOY'S
21F,324 Lockhart Road,

Wanchai, Hong Kong.
Tel:2574-3215. 12:00 am - 2:00 am

JJ PARK
3/F, Flat A, Fairview Mansion,
51 Paterson Street.,

Causeway Bay, Hong Kong.
Tel:2882-2399. 3:00 pm - 12:00 pm

KK
16/F. BlockA.
Fuk Lok Bldg,
l9-21 Jordan Road,

Kowloon.
Tel: 2388-6138. 2:00 pm - 2:00 am

ROME CLUB
2/F Chiap Lee Bldg,
27 Ashley Road,

TsimShaTsui, Kowloon.
Tel:23764602. 3:00 pm - 12:00 am

YUK TAK CHEE
GtP 123 Prince Edward Road..

Kowloon.
Tel:2393-9505 12:00 pm - 12:00 am

o Contacts Magazine
sold here.

AIDS
INFORMATION

AIDS CONCERN
General Enquiries : 28984411
Helpline :28984422.

AIDS FOUNDATION
General Enquires Tel: 2560-8528
Helpline: 25134513
Infoline:170 222 170

AIDS HOTLINE
Tel:2780-2211

HIV INFORMATION & DROP-IN
CENTRE
St. John's Cathedral

Garden Road, Central,
HongKong
Tel:25234531

SOCIAL GROUPS

HORIZONS
G.P.O.Box 6837 Hong Kong
Tel: 2359-3195
Social Activities

ISVARA
24D, 202 Reclamation Street, Kowloon
Tel: 1128903 alc8862 Mr. Lo
Gay Buddhist Group
Meets every 2nd Sunday of the month at Club 64
(Mainly Chinese Speaking)

SATSANGA
PO Box 92128, Tsim Sha TSui, Kowloon
Tel:2314-1921
Forums, Workshops and social activities.
(Mainly Chinese speaking)

THE l$Vo CLUB
P.O.Box 72207 Central Post Office Kowloon.
Aims to raise social and political awareness. Some

political lobbying (Mainly Chinese speaking)

Tel:2314-8726

BEACHES

MIDDLE BAY BEACH
South Bay Road, Hong Kong.

SOUTH BAY BEACH
SouthBay Road, Hong Kong.
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SHOPPING

O rBrrSH FASHIoN
llF 5240 Lyndhurst Terrace,

Central, Hong Kong
Tel: 25 44-1 | 5 5 F ax:2524-9216
Tuesday-Sunday I 1 :am - 7:00 pm

GEAR
Ground Floor,
4 Anton Street.

Wanchai, HongKong.
Tel:2527-1557

COUNSELLING

LINDA ROSENBLUTH
16A 52-54 Mount David Road.

Pokfulam, Hong Kong
Tel:28124441 @y Appointment only)

PEER COUNSELLING
The only professional counselling service for Gay men

in Hong Kong.
Tel: 28 I7 I 129 (By appointment only.)

ST. JOHNS
St. Johns Cathedral, Garden Road,

Central, Hong Kong.
Tel: 25251 207 ; 2525-:7 208

THE SAMARITANS
Tel: 2896-0000

Hong Kong's only
Lesbian and Gay magazine.

Produced by
Island Publishing Company Limited.

GPO Box 13427, Hong Kong

CONTACTSFu*'$f$f!l[p r.r:
(8s2)-28r7-9r20 (8s2)-28r7-9447
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Colt Men
Presenting New Super Guy

Discoveries

Man to Man Couples
Definitely for Adults only

i$170='
LI---:--

Otyrnpus...
Rugged the Men, The Location and

the Lifestvle. You'11 love them all.

Subscribers Less 10%

Send crossed cheque with name and address to

Island Publishing Company Limited
GPO Box 13427 Hong Kong
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